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INTROI)I‘C‘TIOIV 

Many major strihe+lip fault\ ~‘a11 t-w regarded a\ wg- 

mented transform faults. across which platcs slip with- 

out internal deformation. Thev form arcs of small circle\ 

about the Euler pole around which the plates rotate. 

which need not he equidistant from this pole. A strike- 

slip fault zone may thus step sidc\*ays between seg- 

ments. If the stepping is the same as the slip sense (i.e. 

the fault zone is right-lateral and \tt’ps rightward, or left- 

lateral and steps leftward). a pull-apart basin may form. 

which extends in the direction of slip (e.g. Mann (~1 01. 

1983). Where the stepping and slip arc opposite (i.e. the 

faulting is right-lateral and steps leftward. or ~,ic,c, terser) 

deformation is more complex: typically including short- 

ening and rotation around vertical axe\ twside strike-slip 

faults oriented oblique to the plate motion. Such zone\ 

have been called restraining double bend\ (e.g. Crowell 

1973): rhomb horsts (e.g. Aydin & Nur 1983): stepover\ 

(e.g. Aydin & Nur 19x5): pressure ridges: push-up 

mountain ranges. blocks. or swells (c.g. Mann VI trl. 

1983): knots (e.g. Muehlhcryr M <Gordon 1087): OI- 

antidilatational jogs (e.g. Reches 1987). 

Stepovers include the surroundings of Yammouneh 

fault in Lebanon. v+.here the Dead Sea fault zone step\ 

rightward. and the Big Bend rcglon 1n southern Califor- c 
nia. where the San Andreas tault steps leftward. Most 

previous modelling has treated thcsc regions as tnos;uc\ 

of rigid blocks (e.g. Carter VI trl. 1087. Ron 1987. 

Luyendyk I989, Ron c’t 01. 1990). Houcver. mapping 

(e.g. Jennings & Strand 1969. Hancock &I Atiya 1979) 

reveals pervasive def~~rmation while the strike-slip fault- 

trig ha\ been active. It thus makes no sense to assume 

that these I-egions are rigid. 

Data that can constrain the kinematics of stepovers 

include mcasurrments of slip ratcc on strike-slip faults, 

\trt‘sx and strain orientations. and paleomagnetic 

observations of rotation of magnetization vectors 

around vertical axes, Most analyses interpret these 

paleomagnetic data in terms of rigid-body rotation of 

either large. rrgd, fault-bounded blocks (e.g. Ron 1987, 

I .uyendyk 1989). or small rigid inclusions that are either 

disc-shaped (e.g. Jackson 198X) or elliptical (e.g. Lamb 

1987, Jackson si Molnar 1990). I assume instead that the 

magnetization vectors arc embedded in distributed de- 

formation. whose sense and rate are uniform spatially 

and 0cl.r time. 

ORSF.RVATIONS OF STEPOVERS AND THEIR 
INTERPRETATIONS 

,A \tepo\‘cr i\ regarded as containing an internal 

strike-4ip fault with 4ip rate 311 linking transform faults 

wtth slip rates 31’(Fig. I) and surrounded by distributed 

deformation. The ratio U/V is /i: the angle between the 

transform taults and the internal fault 1s 0; and the length 

and u,idth 01‘ the deformation arc I2 and H. The strain 

rate\ tor distributed Gmple shear and pure shear, paral- 

ICI and perpendicular to t hc internal fault. arc g and h; 

C :ind ;I ,.~re the associated strains when thcsc rates persist 

for time I. Algebraic relationships bctwccn these para- 

meter\ arc derived in Appendix A. 

‘l‘hc ktrikc of the internal fault is the natural refcrcncc 

direction for measuring angles in its surroundings. These 

include the shortening direction X,. the initial and final 

orientations f~,, and CL of embedded vectors, and the 

convergence dir-cction 9 bctwcen the internal fault and 
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Fig. 1. (a) Assumed geomctr! of a rIghtward qtepovcr. The Ictt- 
lateral internal fault (bctwccn pomts J and K) slips at rate 21’. the 
transform faults beyond the stepobcr \ltp at rate 21’. The digtancc JLK 
is L: the perpendicular distance (parallel to the x-axis) hetwcen the 
transform fault segments IS LV Roth zones of distributed dcformatron 
(outlined) have width H perpcndicul,ir to the internal fault. Thin ~11d 
lines ending at point?, P and 0 outline the actual parallelogram shape ot 
the stepover. Dotted lines indicate the rcctanpularshapc that is used in 
analysis. Point\ R and S arc di\cu\scd in the text. (h) CoordmatL. 
systems and angular measures of deformation for Fig. 1 (a). The (I,\‘) 
system has the J-axis parallel to the relative plJtc motion; the (ii. H’) 
system has the I(-axic parallel to the internal fault Both system\ have 
origins at 0. The angle between the U- and J-axes 1s H The principal 
strain rates E, (for shortening) and E2 (for extension) arc associated 
with perpcndlculdr cipenvcctorr (prmclpal axes) at arlmuths ,%‘, and 
X2 to the u-axis. The convcrpencc direction of the surroundmgs to the 
deforming zone (the C.-axis) makes angle .I with the rr-axis. this angle 
being identical to the azimuth W along which a vector will not rotate. 
The directions of no lcngh change make angles Q, and @2 wrth the 
u-axis. The tirst of thece (Q,) is always zero; the second (Q?) detincs the 
N-axis that is oblique to the INXIS and perpendicular to the C‘-axi\ The 

clgcnvcctor azimuths bisect the dircctlons of no length change. I‘hu\. 
m summarv, angle ItbOLV is Qz, 14+0-E, is X, , u-O-E1 is X, , ~44) --v i\ 
0. rr-OM’;a U’ or I, (‘-O-.C IS 90”. and. relative to the LI-ax,\. @, I\ 

the outer boundary of this deformation. Within the 
deformation there are two directions of no length 
change: the u-axis along the internal fault, and the !\- 
axis perpendicular to the ?-direction. Vectors with q, = 
VI and u,) = 0” do not rotate. They rotate clockwise when 
0” < rqj < 9. and anticlockwise when 9 < qI < 180”. ~I’is 

:> 90” for a stepover on a right-lateral fault zone and 
<90” on a left-lateral fault zone. 

This study investigates stepovers along the Dead Sea 
fault zone (DSFZ) in Lebanon and the San Andreas 
fault zone (SAFZ) in southern California. Because these 
localities have developed over millions of years, to 
asless the initial form of a stcpovcr one must look 
elscwherc. The smaller Ocotillo Badlands stepover in 
southern California illustrates the initial form of such 
structures. This occupies a - 1.5 km leftward step in the 
right-lateral Coyote Creek fault, part of the San Jacinto 
fault system within the SAFZ. Local shortening (which 
presumably began following a recent change to the 
geometry of the surrounding transform faults) has 
uplifted Quaternary sediments, forming a -100 m high 
ridge that is -3.5 km long and - 1 .S km wide (e.g. Clark 
CT (11. 1972. Segall S: Pollard 1980). This stepover does 
not contain any throughgoing internal strike-slip fault, 
so k = 0. However. by fitting a lr-axis between its ends, 8 
is estimated as -30”. Fold axes within this ridge typically 
trend subparallel to this axis. These folds are thus 
developing subparallel to the direction of no length 
change and no rotation within this distribution defor- 
matron. 

‘I’hc N-trending Dead Sea fault zone (DSFZ) bounds 
the Arabian and African plates. Two of its left-lateral 
transform fault segments bound a -SO km rightward 
step 111 Lebanon, which is associated with complex 
deformation. Many markers reveal -105 km displace- 
ment on the southern DSFZ (e.g. Freund ef al. 1970). 
which has developed since .’ 15 Ma at a rate of -7 mm 

1”’ ’ (c.g. Westaway 1994). The main displacement 
constraint on the northern DSFZ is the -7&80 km 
leftward offset of the ophiolite in southern Turkey (e.g. 
Frcund et al. 1970). The missing -25-35 km is either 
absorbed by shortening within the Arabian plate, or 
occurs on left-lateral faults that miss the ophiolite either 
offshore to the west or inland to the east. Up to -20 km 
of shortening has indeed occurred within the Arabian 
plate cast of this stepover (Chaimov et nl. lY90). 2V fat 
this stepover is thus bctwccn 7 mm yr-’ (105 km/l5 Myr) 
and -,,.‘I mm yr ’ (-75 km/l5 Myr). 

The Yammounch fault, the internal fault within this 
stepover. strikes N3O”E along the west-northwest mar- 
gin ot the Bekaa valley (Fig. 2) at -32” to the plate 
motion. which is expected towards N2”W from Garfun- 
kcl’s ( 19X I ) Euler pole near 33”N 23”E. Its surroundings 
form the Lebanon (to the west) and Anti-Lebanon 
mountains, which are -2030 km wide. The best guide 
to its displacement is the -7 km length of the Yammou- 
neh pull-apart basin (Hancock K: Atiya 1970) (Fig. 2). 
This means k -0.07 (71105) to -0.09 (7/7.5), time- 
averaged since the start of DSFZ slip. Deformation of 
the I,cbanon mountains includes shortening perpen- 
dicular to the Yammouneh fault on folds with axes 
subparallel to this fault (Fig. 3). Although some locali- 
tics have shortened by a factor of -2, Hancock & Atiya 
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(1979) considered : coverall to bc I 2. I’hcb alx~~ noted 
evidence of elongation subparallel to the Yamniouneh 
fault, and secondar) right-lateral taults with lengths up 
to -IO km. oriented WSW’-\$’ (Fig. 7). 

Studies of late Jurassic and earl!, (‘retaceous rocks 
reveal anticlockwise rotation ofrnagnetir~rtion vcctora in 
the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon mountnln\. The Juras- 
sic and Crctaceous vector5 \hou different rotation\ 
(Table 1). If these zones ccjmprised riglrl blocks. then 
effects of the DSFZ would in\tcad cause all vectors 
magnetized before 15 Ma in an\’ locatit\ to rotatc 
through the same angtc. (‘r-o\\-bcdtiing di&in the Gr& 

du Liban. an Early Cretaceous fluvial formation, also 
provide evidence for substantial anticlockwise rotation 
in the Lebanon mountains. These are typically westward 
at present, although a sediment source to the south is 
indicated (Gregor et ml. 1974). 

TAP l)earl Serc friult zone in Lebanon: interpretation 

The Lebanon stepover has V = 3.0 * 0.5 mm yr-‘. 
Second. with H = 32”. \I’ can be no less than 32”. Third, 
given their N7O”W reference direction (Table 1) and the 
K3O”E strike of the Yammouneh fault, the Early Cret- 
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aceous magnetization vectors have CL,, = 50”. Their 
anticlockwise rotation constrains \I’ ‘. 50”. Thus, 32’ c 
‘I’ < 50”. 

One may consider together the rotation5 of magnetic- 
ation vectors embedded in Jura\slc ((1,) = 60”: u = 1 1 SO; 
note 3 in Table I ) and Crctaccouh (cl,, = 50”: IX = X0”: 
note 4) rocks in the Lebanon mountains. If all dcfor- 
mation has been caused by the DSFZ. equation (A33) 
can be applied. It gives ‘1’ = 38”. which from (A31) 
requires < = 1.5. above the limit of 2 (Hancock & Ativa 
lY79). However. the uncertaintie\ in the (I,, and (1 values 
cause IL 12” uncertaint! in 4’ (giving a 24-50” range). 
broader than the 32-50” limits already cstablishcd. 
Although localities northcast of this \tepover deformed 
during Mesozoic time (c.g. 1,oveloch 19X4. Sawaf et trl. 
1993), it is unclear whether the Lebanon mountains 
were affected. However. regardless of whether some 
rotation of these Jurassic magnetiLatirm vectors 
occurred before (‘retaceous time and W;IS unrelated to 
the DSFZ. in this particular cast’ equation (A3.3) does 
not provide useful constraint. 

Table 2 lists solutions t’or the (‘retaceous magnetlx- 
ation in the Lebanon mountains alone. Iv = 34” gives 
realistic parameters, including plate velocity 3V ~; 7. I 
mm yr -~’ and k ~-0.06. predicting --7 km of slip on the 
Yammouneh fault In 15 Myr. with shear strain ‘J ‘_ - I .5 
and shortening factor t 7.0 in the Lebanon mountain\. 
Because this preferred \otution dctlccts u,, = 60” to (I = 
lO9”, it is also consistent with the Jurassic magnctiza- 
tions, given their uncertainties (‘l‘ablr t ). The cross- 
bedding dips in the Gr& du Liban have (1 = 120”. L!sing 

(A24). their initial orientation (1,) was 65” or N35”W, 
indicating -55” of anticlockwise rotation. This north- 
northwest paleoflow is roughly as expected. 

The -65” rotation of the Cretaceous magnetization 
near Mount Hermon (a0 = SO”; u = 115”: note 5 in Table 
1) instead requires < -2.7. This more intense deform- 
ation has presumably occurred because this part of the 
Anti-Lebanon mountains is narrower (with lower H) 
than the Lebanon mountains (Fig. 2). 

The Snn Andrecls Fault Zme in the Los Angeles area: 
oh.wr~wtions 

‘I‘he San Andreas fault zone (SAFZ) takes up most of 
the -50 mm yr-’ of right-lateral motion between the 
Pacific (PA) and North American (NA) plates, typically 
trending -N4(W5”W. Within the Big Bend stepover 
near Los Angeles. the San Andreas fault steps leftward 

bY -150 km, threading through complex structure 
where reverse faults in the E-trending Transverse ranges 
(Fig. 3) indicate substantial north-south shortening dur- 
ing Neogene time. Active shortening in the western 
Transverse ranges is indicated by their seismicity and 
structure (e.g. the Ventura basin-see Yeats 19X3), and 
geomorphological (e.g. Rockwell et al. 1984) and geo- 
detic (e.g. Feigl et al. 1993) observations. 

The SAFZ began to form around 25 Ma when the 
adjoining plates first made contact, following subduction 
of the intervening Farallon (FA) plate. Stock & Hodges 
( 1989) estimated that at -20 Ma the SAFZ was -400 km 
tong, with its southern end of the PA-FA-NA triple 
junction near Los Angeles. Subduction of FA continued 
farther south, beneath southern California and Baja 
California. During -20-10 Ma, when the PA-NA 
motion was at -25 mm yr-’ towards -N40”W. this 
triple junction migrated southeast to southernmost Baja 
California, such that at -10 Ma this plate boundary was 
-2 IO0 km long. During --t&5 Ma the plate motion 
acijusted to -50 mm yr ’ towards -NSS”W, before 
adopting its present sense and rate around 5 Ma. During 
.~ t(b-5 Ma. this motion was thus partitioned between 

right-lateral strike-slip west of Baja California and 
oblique extension in the Gulf of California. Around 5 
Ma the modern plate boundary developed in the Gulf, 
comprising right-lateral transform faults between ocea- 
nic spreading centres. Stock & Hodges (198s) estimated 
that 175 km of oceanic crust has formed there since 3.4 
Ma. indicating PA-NA motion at 51 mm yr-‘. De Mets 
et rrl. ( 1990) deduced 4X mm yr I by a similar calculation 
with slightly different parameters. 

Most of the plate motion in southern California since 
-5 Ma has been taken up on the San Jacinto and 
southern San Andreas faults. The 160 km offset of parts 
of a distinctive igneous body (Frizzell er al. 1986) indi- 
cates that their combined slip rate has been -32 mm 
yr ‘. about two thirds of the PA-NA motion. The rest 
appears to be taken up mainly on right-lateral faults in 
the Eastern California Shear Zone (ECSZ) (Fig. 3), 
which slips at -12 mm yr-’ (Sauber rtul. 1994). The San 
Jacinto fault has slipped no more than -24 km (Sharp 
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I ahlc 2 Ikformanon since I5 Ma in the I ehanon mountalnr 

32 I x7 I) O(II) -(I (IJlh -0 0660 3 IS 3 IS I .OlWJ +28.7 hl -0.0603 0.0185 
33 2 II3 0 IW -(I 0471 -iI (17(N) 1 56 3 38 O.Y‘W +30. I 62 -0.0658 0.0186 
36 23 0. I IU -(I I1536 -0 (173X 4 04 3 65 (1.902 +31.7 63 -0.0723 0.01 X8 
3x ‘.iO 0. 170 ~~(l.Ohl7 0 07X.3 1 63 3 YX (I.X61 +33.7 61 -0.0803 0.0191 
41 2.w 0 717 ~ll.1171F - o.lIx4o 5.32 1 39 0.824 +X.1 65 -0.09~~l 0.0196 

Z 1s calculated from ~8 LI\II,~ [Ail I wth ~4, z 50’ and (I = X0”; h I\ calculated from YJ using (A30) wth 0 = 32’; h IS calculated from 
+ using (KS) \vlth I = IS M)r: LI g I\ calcul,~ted from q and h using (A%): V(half the estlmatcd relative plate velocity) is calculated 
from h us~np (Al) uith H (the ultlth of the push-up mountain range) 40 km: C’. (the e<timatcd shortening rate across each range. in 
the Wdlrxtion) I\ calculated tram 1 Hand X usmg (Ah): 1’ (the cwmated rotation of a rigid circular inclusion) is calculated using 
(AX). E, and b,:. the prlnclpal \horteninp and extensional strain rate\ parallel and perpendicular to X, . arc calculated using (A9) 

1967). at a rate ot -5 mm !I ’ pi tlnic-averaged since 5 
Ma. A ‘. 77 mm yr ’ slip rate this seems likely on the 
southern San Andrea\ fault. Trenching establishes that 
its slip rate since 11 ka has indeed been 71.5 i 3.5 mm 
yr-’ (Weldon & Sieh IYX6). 

The San Jacinto fault merges with the San Andreas 
fault near San Bernardino. The nearby San Gabriel fault 
(Fig. 3) became active after 10 Ma. and slipped -3&60 
km before -5 Ma (e.g. May (21 (11. lYY.3). when activity 
switched to the \ubparallel part of the San Andreas 
fault. Moving farther north. the San Andreas fault turns 
anticlockwise at the Big Bend: initially to ---N65”W 
along the northeast flank of the San Gabriel mountains, 
then briefly to - NXVW. before resuming its NW-trend 
across Carriro plain. Trenching reveals the Holocene 
seismicity here :IISO, Including Pallett Creek beside the 
San Gabriel mountains and Wallace Creek in CarriLo 
plain (Fig. 3). Pallett Creek has more earthquakes, but 
the slip each time is les\. Given the available information 
(from Sieh 197X, Sieh IYX4. Sieh R Jahns IYX-I and Sich 
et ~1. 1989). I estimate the ratio of slip rates between 
these localities as ~-0.7 + 0.2. giving the value of k. The 
trenching at Wallace Crcch (Sieh h: Jahns lYX3) indi- 
cates a 34 mm yr I slip rate on the northern San Andreas 
fault (since 1.7 ka). similar to the combined slip rate on 
the southern San Andreas and S:III Jacinto faults south 
of the Big Benci. Correlation of Miocene and older 
features in the S;III Joaquin and IA Honda basins (Fig. 3) 
constrains the displaccmcnt on the northern San 
Andrcas fault to .320 km (Stanley lY87). About 210 km 
of this has devclopcd \incc 7 Ma at 34 mm ?I- ’ 
time-averaged rate. consistent with the Holocene slip 
rate from trenching; the re\t occurred during --23-7 Ma. 

The Icft-lateral Gartock fault branches cast-northeast 
from the San Andrcasfautt within the Big Bend (Fig. 3). 
and persists for -250 km with cr)ncave-southwarci~uthwar~t curva- 
ture with radius --300 km. Its disptaccment is indicated 
by the --55 km length of the Koehn Lake pull-apart 
basin (Fig. 3). and by offsets of older features displaced 
by 64 km (Smith lY61) or 7-1 km (Michael 1Y66). Early 
studies believed that the Garlock fault pre-dates the San 
Andreas fault (e.g. Hill & Dibtee 1953). even suggesting 
that the Big Bend was caused b!, its left-lateral slip. Later 
work (e.g. Astir & Allen IY8.3) suggests instead that the 
Gartock fault is younger. C’ompilations of data by 
Anderson ( I Y7Y) and Bird C! Ko\cn\tock ( 1 Y84) ptacc its 

<tip ratt‘ In the range 4-14 mm yr--‘; it is thus poorly 
constrained by direct observation. 

The stress feld gives an independent estimate of k for 
the Big Bend. Sonder (1990) deduced that the principal 
compressive stress is N14 -t 12”E. giving X1 = 101 * 12” 
with u-axis S65”E. q from (Al 1) is thus 112 ? 24”. With 
H = 20”. equation (A30) gives k = 0.80 + 0.15/-0.21, 
consistent with the trenching results. Geodetic measure- 
ments in the Mojave desert/Garlock fault area indicate a 
shortening direction of N20”E (e.g. Savage ef al. lY81). 
Assuming it reflects deformation associated with the Big 
Bend. this observational estimate of X, = 95” indicates 
q = 100” and hence k = 0.88 using (A30). 

Paleomagnetic studies reveal a complex pattern of 
rotation near the Big Bend. The typical clockwise rot- 
ation of northward magnetization vectors from early 
Miocene time is -80” in the western Transverse ranges 
(e.g. Kamerling & Luyendyk 1985) and -40” in the 
eastern Transverse ranges (e.g. Carter et ul. 1987). For 
- 120 km distance northeast from the part of the San 
Andreas fault that bounds the San Gabriel mountains, 
vectors in the Mojave block show IS k 11” of anticlock- 
wise rotation (Terrcs & Luyendyk 1985). The San 
Gabrie t block, between the San Andreas and San Gabriel 
faults (Figs. 3 and 4), shows the most complex defor- 
mation: vectors magnetized northward in early Miocene 
time have rotated -40” clockwise; those from latest 
Miocene/early Pliocene time have rotated 16 ?I 30 
anticlockwise instead (Terres Kc Luyendyk 1985). To 
explain these rotations in opposite senses, geometrical 
models involving rigid blocks require two sets of faults 
(e.g. Luyendyk IY8Yj. As these blocks rotate away from 
one another. gaps form with infinite extensional strain. 
This problem can be avoided by assuming distributed 
deformation. 

‘The .Srul .4ndreas Fuult Zone it1 the Los Angeles area: 
interprtTution 

1 regard the most recent phase of deformation around 
the SAFZ as post-5 Ma, including the anticlockwise 
rotation of the youngest magnetization in the San 
Gabriel block and 160 km displacement on the southern 
and northern San Andreas faults with V -16-17 mm 
yr- ‘. With a S65”E u-axis. H in the San Gabriel area 
i> -20’. and the north direction has cz = 115”. The 
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1990. Khairrtcli. t993)citherrequire rigidbodyrot~rtions 
in the surroundings to the \r’ammouneh fault or maior 
disptaccments on other faults: neither view seems saiis- 
factory. The models in Table 7 avoid this prohietn by 
distributed det‘ormation. The prcdictcd shortening in the 
Lebanon mountains is sut~paraitet to the plate motion (q’ 
= 33” for H = 32”: N4”W against N2”W). causing a 
shortening factor < of s-1. These mountain\ are also 
predicted to have extended in the orthogonal direction. at 
a strain rate roughly 114 the \hvrtcning strain rate. 

Most fold axe\ in the Lebanon mountains arc now 
sui~paratlei to the Yammounch fault (Fig. 7). Hancock c(i 
Atiya (1970) suggested that they t’ormed \ubperpcndtc- 
uiar to the plate motion. and have since rotated anti- 
clockwise. Ifao. their initial orientations~vcrc -SX7”1+‘or 
u,, = 122’. With r 2 and ;I - I .5. (A23) thuspredict\rr 
= - IhO”. The region ha\ thus indeed deformed suf- 
ficiently to deflect thehc fold axes subparallel tcl the 
Yammouneh fault and not rotated. or with u,, say 10^ 
(initial strike -N IO’E) and rotated clockwise to (1 = 
- 11”. It is impos\ibic in principle to distinguish hetwcen 
thcsc possihilitics using the available evidence. other 
than by intuition. lfthcse foldsare equivalent to the folds 
in the Ocotitlo stcpover mentioned earlier. then their 
axes most tikciy formed suhparattcl to the \r’ammounch 
fault and have thus not rotated signiticantty. 

‘1‘0 reduce the predicted shorttning factor for rhe 
Lel~anon mountains bciou 2 rcyuires smatter 0. M’;it- 

icy (IWX) adopted ;I -N5~lO”E slip vector on the 
transform part of the DSFZ. kvhich means H 20- 75’. 
With CI = 25”. r~,, = 50” and (1 = X0” rccluire C = I .S. .I‘tie 
Sultan t’r trl. ( 1093) Euler pole near .35”N tS”E predicts 
plate motion towards N7”E in I.ebanon. indicating 11 = 
73”. Ho\\ever. the quit-cd (1.7’ rclativc rotation w~jutd 
rnc’ln L _ I90 km ofslip paraiici to the DSFZ. more than i\ 
ohscrvt>d. A definitive 4otution for the kinematic> ot the 
Lebanon stepover uiil thu\ pi-obabty need more precise 
~atucs of H. CL{,. II and <. Lvhich means mot-c precise fictd 
and patcomagnctic studies. lt i4 not clear which p;ir;l- 
meters arc hcst constrained at present. The fit bet\veen 
theory and ob\cl-vation obtai~led in this study noncthc- 
less suggests that the Fener;lt principtcs go\zerning thi\ 
\tepovcr habe been resolved. 

ElY~llrriotl oj rhc .Ctrt1 :1lldtwl\ /t11111 1011( 

The maximum compressive stre\\ aubpcrpencticLlt~ir 
to the San Andrcas fault around the Big Bend has been 
csptaincd as an effect of di\tributcd deformation Mith 
high ( -0.9) k. However, this strcs4 component i\ also 

suhperpendicutar to this fault in ccntrat Catifornla (c.g. 
%oback et (I/. lW7). Many people (e.g. DC Mets (‘f (il. 
tC)90) have noted that this fault trends at -5” to the 
expected PA-N/r\ motion. It is thus not a true transform 
fault. and can instead be regarded 2s ;I stcpover with H 
- 5” and/i almost I. IT\ing (A30). the principal comp”es- 
sivc stress is thus prcdictcd ~uhl7crpcndicutar to it\ 
strike. a\ is observed. 

Earlier anat!,sis sho\ved that the Iargc ctock\\js< ro- 
tations of the oides~ magneti/aLion in the Transvcrsc 

Ranges developed before the present deformation 
phase. To investigate this earlier time, Fig. 5 restores 
this most recent deformation. In Fig. 5(a) the northern 
San Andreas fault is assumed to slip at rate 2V = 34 mm 

Yr ’ , restoring 170 km of slip in 5 Myr. South of the Big 
Bend. the southern San Andreas and San Jacinto faults 
arc assumed to slip at the same rate. With k within the 
Big Bend almost 1. the 16U km offset of the truncated 
igneous bodies is thus restored at 5 Ma, when the 
\outhcrn end of the San Gabriel fault was near the 
northern end of the Elsinorc fault. 

Figure S(a) thus leaves --80 km of displacement from 
.7--S Ma given Stanley’s (1987) interpretation of the 
not-thern San Andreas fault. Farther south, the San 
Gabriel fault was active immediately before 5 Ma, and 
slipped bctwecn 40 km and 55560 km (May et al. 1993). 
The Etsinore fault seems to have slipped no more than 
--5 km since 5 Ma, but has slipped -40 km since middle 
Miocene time (e.g. Anderson 1979), suggesting -35 km 
of late Miocene slip. I thus suggest that for a brief period 
before 5 Ma (tasting -1-2 Myr). the San Gabriel and 
Elslnorc faults took up most of the PA-NA motion in 
southern California. They connected to the northern 
San Andrcas across an incipient Big Bend that was 
narrower than the modern feature. Restoring 60 km 
more displacement on these faults thus leads to the 
conliguration in Fig. 5(b) around 7 Ma. 

.l‘hc Big Bend has thus migrated at rate V = 17 mm 
y’ ’ rctative to both plates since 7 Ma. It was thus north 
ot its present position relative to the Pacific plate at that 
time. with its northern end north of the western Trans- 
verse ranges. Assuming constant k. the predicted short- 
cning rate perpendicular to this bend is H h or 100 km X 

0.00 M vr ‘=hmmyr ‘,giving -40 km of shortening 
in 7 Myr. On the Pacific side of the Bend, this shortening 
has presumably been taken up mainly in the western 
Transverse ranges. Howcvcr, it is impossible to accept 
such dramatic shortening in the Mojave block on its 
North American side. 

‘fhe Mojave block may instead have been deflected 
away from the bend in the San Andreas fault by slip on 
the Ciartock fault. Because this fault is oriented at -45” 
to the required shortening direction. it would need to 
slip left-laterally at a rate -H hisin(45”) or -8.5 mm 
\ I- ’ to achieve this. It is thus expected to have slipped 
~~h0 km since 7 Ma. the amount observed. It is. of 
course. not possible for the Mojave block to remain 
rigid during this slip: its shape would have to change to 
accommodate the bend in the San Andreas fault, so this 
calculation is approximate. However, it does provide a 
tirst-order explanation for why the Gariock fault is 
present. when it formed (-7 Ma), and why it has 
slipped --60 km; issues that were previously unre- 
solved. 

‘The restoration of -230-240 km of slip in Fig. S(b) 
roughly tines up the flanks of the eastern and western 
I ransvcrse ranges. consistent with the view that they 
were created during carlier deformation. The recon- 
structions in Fig. 5 differ radically from previous 
attempts. such as fig. 13 of May er al. (1993) or fig. 3 of 
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;I Ic‘ftwar-cl stcpovcr existed in the plate boundary across 

the ‘l‘i-ansverst: ranges before 7 Ma, as at present. 1 

\uggcst th:lt the dramatic clockwise rotation of the 

magnctl~ation vectors there occurred at this time. 

‘1‘0 quantify this earlier del’ormation, the structural 

trend in the -1‘ransverse ranges is regarded as the u-axis 

within the \tepover: its direction of no length change and 

no rot:ltion -1’his is equivalent to assuming that the 

major :lctivc folds within these ranpcs are analogous to 

the fold\ in the other study localities. which seems 

intuitively rcasonahle. If the time-averaged plate 

motion bel’orc 7 Ma is assumed towards NJYW, the 

NSO”b /r-axis mean\ (1 = 35O. I‘ht: rotation ofmagnetiza- 

tion vector-s from N to NXO”E in the western Transverse 

range\ rhu\ means CL,, = 100” ;md (1 = 20”. The north- 
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fi; and E, arc the \hortcnlng and c~tens~onal e~pcncalue\ ot the strain rate tensor. A’, is the azimuth 
of the shortcninp elgenvector. expressed 111 geogaphlcal covrdinatcs xz is the vertical vorticity 
(antrclockwiw poslti\c) Gcodet~c results arc tram Savage ef cl/. ( IYXI) (I). and Frigl rf ul. (1003) (2). 

south width of these ranges is now - 120 km; it i\ 
estimated to have been - 160 km before the -40 km of 
shortening estimated since 7 Ma. making f f  = X0 km. 
With q assumed to be IIO”. (AX)) gives k = 0.13-I. :ind 
from (A31) the required shortening factor is 3.88. UGng 
(A25) and (A2X). over 15 Myr this shortening factor 
requires strain rates Ir = 0.OYO-l Myr ’ and g = 0.1077 
Myr- ‘. With V estimated as 12.61 mm yr ’ from (A3). 
-35 mm yr ’ of time-averaged plate motion is 
accounted for. This deduction that most of the clocks ise 
rotation of the magnetization in the western Transverse 
ranges occurred before latest Miocene time is of course 
not new (e.g. Terres & Luycndyk IYXS). However. it 
was previouslv proposed in an ad hoc way. rather than as 
a result of general considerations. 

Since the early IYXOs. space geodetic methods have 
been used to observe the active deformation around the 
SAFZ. Results of tight years of this work, spanning its 
--700 km length south of Monterey. are now available 
(e.g. Feigl err/. lYY3). and can in principle be compared 
with my predictions. However. the sparse geodetic 
network (see c.g. tig. 1 of Feigl et ctl. 1903) includes tew 
markers < 100 km apart. ‘I‘hc relative motions of many 
adjacent markers thus involve components of both dis- 
tributed deformation and localized strike-slip, which 
need to be isolated. Feigl c’t rrl. ( IYY-3) did this by 
subtracting effects of a slip model for the major strikc- 
slip faults. This included a 3-I mm vr ’ slip rate on the 
San Andrcas fault within the Big l&ml, which exceeds 
my -30.5 mm yr ’ estimate in Table 3. Their model slip 
rate for the Garlock fault ( 10 mm yr ’ is instead hi&cl- 
than mine (-8.5 mm yr ‘). They assumed that slip on 
these and other major strike-slip faults is continuous in 
the lower crust. the faults being locked in the upper crust 
between major earthquakes. Their model also omitted 
the ECSZ. one of the most active fault zones in southern 
California (Sauber er al. lYY-1). 

Feigl ef ml. (lYY3) processed the geodetic data in the 
standard way using triangulation. The three triangles of 

markers adjacent to the Big Bend link points PEAR 
(Pearblossom), SAFE (San Fernando) and LOVE 
(Loma Vcrdc); PEAR, SAFE and JPLl (Pasadena); 
and PEAR, MOJA (Mojave Desert) and DEAD 
(Deadman Lake). The PEAR-DEAD-MOJA triangle 
(Figs. 3 and 4) is within the Mojave block northeast of 
the San Andreas fault, except for its eastern edge that 
straddles the ECSZ. The other two triangles (Fig. 4) link 
points southwest of this fault with PEAR with its north- 
east side. For these triangles the modelled deformation 
rates and senses (taking account of the model for San 
Andreas fault slip) differ more than for the other trian- 
gle that is within the Mojave block (Table 4). 

l’hc geodetic observations from the PEAR-DEAD- 
MC>JA triangle predict a similar orientation of the strain 
rate tensor to my theory, including an extensional strain 
rate negligibly different from zero. Their shortening 
strain rate is less than mine. presumably because my 
estimate neglects the deformation associated with slip 
on the Garlock fault. The less impressive agreement 
between their modelled results for PEAR-DEAD- 
MOJA and my prediction may instead be because they 
have omitted the ECSZ. 

Because the two triangles that are mainly SW of the 
San Andreas fault (PEAR-SAFE-LOVE and PEAR- 
SAFE-JPLI ) cover tectonically equivalent areas, their 
deformation rates and senses should be similar. How- 
ever. both their observed and modelled deformations 
differ substantially (Table 4). Nonetheless, if one aver- 
ages together the modelled geodetic results for both 
triangles. results similar to my predictions are obtained. 
This averaging thus seems to have led to a more robust 
result than is obtained when the two sets of data are 
treated separately, suggesting that the differences be- 
tween their geodetic results may be caused by uncertain- 
tit‘5 in the observations. 

‘l‘he surroundings to the Yammouneh fault (Fig. 2) 
and the San Gabriel block (Fig. 3) both contain second- 
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showed instead that with a plastic rheology in the upper 
crust. these tips are instead deflected towards each 
other. eventually linking across a zone of distributed 
deformation. This rheological assumption thus predicts 
the general bchaviour that is observed in the real Earth. 

The analysis in this study suggests that the stress field 

&formation i\ restored [from c(,,,>, to rq,(c:,,,,, I] u\tng (X74) ulth C 
at ;I stepover is determined by-its geometry, and is thus 

2.0 and ;’ = I .5 for the Lebanon mountalna and ; : I .3 ,~nd ?’ = + 0.114 not externally imposed. The main factor affecting this 
for the San Gabriel block (post-S-Ma). l’rcdlctcd Inttiai strlkc ot orientation is the value of k. Where k is small. as has 

order strike-slip faults. with the opposite slip sense to the 
major faults. The left-lateral set in the San Gabriel block 
typically strike S60 5 ISoW, indicating u = 55”. ‘l‘hey arc 
typically -10 km apart and appear offset by no more 
than -2 km (e.g. Terres & Luyendyk lY,r(S). The right- 
lateral set in the Lebanon mountains typically strike S7(t 
* lS’W, indicating u = 140”. The) are tvpicall\; 5 km 
apart and appear offset by no more than I km (c.g. 
Hancock & Atiya lY7Y). 

Standard theory for an ideal elastic body predicts that 
shear failure is expected at -lSC to the principal axes of the 
stress tensor, the direction of greatest shear stresh. 
However, internal friction within rocks can cause this 
angle to adjust to ‘-30” to the principal compressive 
stress (e.g. &gall &i Pollard IYXO). wh,ch I equate to the 
azimuth of the shortening eigenvector. Table 5 conl- 
pares the initial orientations for these I’racturea calcu- 
lated using these criteria with the valuca expected from 
the present day orientations ot these features. The 
agreement is indeed better with the 30 cr,tcr,on than for 
45”. 

This interpretation of the second-order faults differ\ 

considerably from their role in rigid block models, tn 
which these faults were fundamental to allo\ving the 
adjoining blocks to rotate around \,ertical axes In rn\ 
present model, they appear instead as a ,ninor dctaii. 
Although the local velocity field near an! such fault UIII 

be affected by it. and thus differs from what it would be It 
deformation were precisely uniform. the perturbation 
appears insufficient to have ang’ Ggniticant effect 

Widrr- implicuti0n.s 

Segall Kr Pollard (IYXO) and Kodgcr\ ( IYXO) \verc‘ the 
first to analyse the elastic stress field near strike-slip fault 
segments that arc offset out of lint. They treated the 
stress field in the vicinity of the jog as imposed exter- 
nally. with O, (the maximum compressive stres\) 
oriented oblique ( -25”) to the transform fault segment\ 
and u3 (the minimum comprcssivc stress) in the ortho- 
gonal horizontal direction. They deduced that the me;ln 
horizontal stress [( ~7, + rr,)i?] decrease\ near an antidil:i- 
tational jog on the outward side\ ot both transform 
faults, whereas the shear stres\ [(u, rr,)/?] increase\ 
within the jog. Rechcs ( 1087) showed that in an ideal 
elastic-brittle material this stress tield wilt cause the tips 
of the transform faults to propagate outward. away from 
each other: this is not oh\er\,ed in the ~cal Earth. HC 

hecn cstirnated for the Yammouneh fault. u, is at -30” 
to the plate motion. roughly as assumed by Segall & 
Pollard (lY80) (for the Lebanon mountains with k 

0.06. X, is 62”; N is 32”. so S, - H is 30”). However. 
uhere k is large, as in the modern Big Bend, u, is 
subperpendicular to the internal fault and thus strongly 
oblique to the plate motion (X, is --YO”; 0 is --20”, so X, 

0 is 70”). 
The suggestion. from Reches (lY87), that the bound- 

111g transform fault segments propagate inward, and 
cvcntually meet to create a throughgoing internal fault, 
ra,ses the possibility that the formation of stepovers is a 
two stage process. In the first stage, when the faults have 
not yet linked and there is no throughgoing fault, k can 
be expected to be zero. After this fault has formed, k is 
instead much larger. 

To aswss this possibility, consider the ideal stepover 
III Fig. I(a). After time I the adjoining transform faults 
\lip by distance 2 Vr. The plate 2 side of the transform 
f’ault at point K will not move. The displacement at point 
li i\ thu4 I”t. so the slip rate is V. In this ideal model. the 
slip rate thus decreases uniformly from 2Vat point Q to 
\’ ‘,t point K. then immediately to zero between points K 
and J. I’h,s is unrealistic: it is more likely that the 
decrcacc in displacement from Vt to zero will occur over 
;t tinitc distance (say, K-S) along the internal fault. If 
th,s distance equals Vt. then the time to required for both 
inM,ard-propagating faults J-R and K-S) to meet at the 
m,d-point of the stepovcr is 

For ,nstance. lor the Bekaa valley (2C’ = 7 mm yr ‘, 1, = 
IO0 km ). I,, is -1-l Myr. Before time t,, is reached, the 
\tc%pover can be regarded as having a low-k central part 
( R-S) \\.ho\e length decreases gradually to zero. 

fhis calculation thus raises the possibility that the 
throughgoing Ya,nmouneh fault, and the associated 
\cnsc of deformation in its surroundings, are very 
young. ‘l‘he Lebanon stepover may have formed with 
distributed deformation with k 0 lasting -14 Myr, 
until the adjoining transform fault segments linked, 
toilowcd by a phase that has so far lasted just -I Myr 
wtth much higher k. The 7 km length of the Yammouneh 
pull-apart basin may thus indicate present-day slip rate 
‘I,’ _ 7 mm yr ’ since ._ I Ma. indicating k near I. 
Supporting evidence for this suggestion is provided by 
compar,ng the historical scismicity of the Bekaa valley 
and other parts of the DSFZ. The <eismicity since -2 Ka 
indicates that the Yammouneh fault and the northern 
DSFZ ha1.e similar slip rates (Westaway lYY4). The 
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main difference is that the l’ammouneh fault has fewer 
great earthquakes at longer intervals. This contrasts 
with the Big Bend, where the adjoining transform faults 
have fewer great earthquakes (Sieh et al. I YXY). 

Taking the prcscnt-day value of k for the Lebanon 
stepover as 0.8, near the upper bound of 0.85 (A I?). 
gives W and X, only slightly less than 00”. or -N5O”W. 
Using (AY) with V = 3.5 mm yr ’ H = 40 km and H = 
3S”, the Lebanon mountains are predicted to be shorten- 
ing s&perpendicular to this fault at strain rate -0.05 
Myr-‘or-l.5 x 10 “s ‘. The predictions fork < . 0. I 
would instead be T -40” and X, - 65”. or - N 1O”W and 
-N35”W. If this suggestion is correct. then Table 2 
estimates the time-averaged deformation during its tirst 
phase, from -15 to -1 Ma. It could be tested by in sitar 
stress measurements (to measure present-day X,) or 
surveying (to measure present-day ‘U). 

In the San Andreas fault zone. the low-k deformation 
phase lasted - 15 Myr (_ -22 to - 7 Ma) across a zone with 
L -200 km. From ( 1) this suggests that no surrounding 
transform fault active at the time has slip rate > - 15 mm 
yr- ‘. This is consistent with the cxistencc of se\cral 
subparallel active strike-slip faults on either side of the 
Transverse ranges. and with the view that for much of 
this time the PA-NA motion was only -25 mm yr ’ 
(e.g. Stock & Hodges IY8Y). Short low-/< stepovers. like 
the Ocotillo badlands. would instead be short-li\,cd. 
evolving to high-k stepovers before much deformation 
can occur in their surroundings. Their tirst phascl 01 
deformation may thus easily be misacd. 

Finally. this stud!, contradicts the widely held \ie\\ 
that clockwise rotation is al~xq’s cxpccted around right- 
lateral strike-slip faults and I,~CC IVX~. No rotation ix 
expcctcd around transform faults. Depending on their 
orientation. vectors embedded in deformation around 
stepovers may instead rotate in either sense. irrespective 
of the slip \ensc and polarity of the stepover, as ih 
strikingly illustrated by the paleomagnetic data from the 
Big Bend. The probable reason why this effect has not 
been noticed before, or has hcen attributed to oh\ei-v;~- 
tional error (e.g. Jackson & Molnar IYYO) is the small 
angular width of the quadrant with the ‘unexpected‘ 
rotation sense. For the time-averaged deformation in 
the Lebanon mountains with IV = 31”. the O-34” azimuth 
range with this unexpected \ensc is <70’%, of the total. 
and is so small that no vector within it can ever r’otatc 
much. For instance. a vector magnetized northw,ard at 
IS Ma (IL(, = 30”) would now point towards ~1 = 27”. ;I 3 
rotation that \vould hardly be measurable. ‘l‘he high 
prcscnt-day k value in the Big Bend and the associated 11’ 
= Y8” means that 36% of vector orientations instead 
show the ‘unexpected‘ rotation. It is fortunate that the 
vectors magnetized northward around 5 Ma lie v+,lthin 
this range, enabling this rotation to bc obser\.ed. 

A simple quantitative model. incorporating &for- 
mation, is applied to stcpovcrs in strikc-slip fault zones. 

The deformation sense depends on the angle H between 
the internal strike-slip fault within the stepover and the 
adjoining transform faults. and k. the ratio of their slip 
rates. The boundaries to the deforming zone converge at 
an angle q to the internal fault, which depends on H 
(uwallv --3(r) and k. This q-direction also bounds 
quadrants in which vectors rotate in opposite senses. 
This theory accounts for several previously puzzling 
observations in a consistent manner. It explains why 
vectors embedded in the deformation in the Lebanon 
mountains around the stcpover on the Dead Sea fault 
zone have rotated anticlockwise through different 
angles depending on their initial orientations. It also 
explains the observed anticlockwise rotation of paleo- 
magnetic vectors embedded in the youngest rocks within 
the Big Bend stepovcr, and the observed stress field with 
principal compressive stress subperpendicular to the San 
Andreas fault as consequences of high (-0.Y) k. It 
predicts that the Garlock fault became active at -7 Ma 
and has since slipped -60 km at an -8.5 mm yrC’ rate. 
Lvhilc -40 km of shortening has occurred in the western 
Transverse ranges. It suggests strongly that the present- 
day structure is the result of an initial deformation phase 
with tow k (--0) before s-7 Ma, followed by the present 
phase with high (-0.9) li. The Lebanon stepover also 
\hows evidence for recent evolution from low to high k. 
Such behaviour is predicted by theoretical rock mech- 
anics models in which the upper crust deforms plasti- 
cally. 
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such that cz = Y/2 or (1 = Yi2 + 90”. The ducction (1 = Y/2 thus bisects 
the directions of no rotation (n = (I and (I = Y); the other is 
perpendtcular to it. 

The strain rate for elongatton of a unit vector 14, at azimuth (1 is 
obtained by solving the tensor equation F%) = x. where Y IS the vector 
after deformation. Using (AlS) to (AIX) for the elements of F. the 
modulus M of vector x satisfies 

M = [cos’(n) + sm’(a)(l + ;‘)I$ + sm(2a)(y/<)]‘? (A?]) 

Using (AX) and (A26) in the limit when gr << I. 

M = [co?(n) + sin’(u)( I + g’i) cxp(2hr) 

+ ,gtcxp(hr) m(2a)]“‘. (AJ7) 

SO 

aM 
at 

[sm’(rr)[( I + 2$)2/r cxp(2/tr) + ?glrexp(%r)] 
+ g cxp(hr) stn(Ztx)(hr + l)]“’ 

(A43) 

2[cos’(u) + sin’(a)( I + $r’) cxp(2/rt) 
+ g exp(ht) sin(2tr)l”’ 

Thus. at time t = 0, when 

= (h/2) sm(2c~)[cot(tr) + cot(Y)] = E,. (A14) 

i) E 
c = 2 cos(2n)[tan(tx) + cot(Y)] + srn(ZcL) sec’(cc). 
ikl 

(A3.i) 

]E,l is greatest when i!f;,dcl = 0. Thts conditton is cqutvalcnt to 

tan(?tr) =-cot(Y) (A-%) 

which means n = Y/2 + 45”or (x = \I’!2 + 135”. the familiar cigcnvcctor 
azimuths X, and X,. 

Lister 8r Williams (1983) prcscnted plots of (in my notation) II 
agamst E,. which form circles. Ftgurc A I shows the plot for s and h 
both nonzcro. wrhich they did not consider, for Y = 38”. It 15 also a 
circle, with the duccttons of no length change (n = (I” and a = Y + 40°) 
along the IL-axis and those of no rotatron ((1 = 0”and n = Y) along the 
&axis. The azimuths that satisfy (A46) mark maximum and mmimum 
E,, the famihar ctgcnvalues E, and 15~. The directions of maximum 
and minimum f1 satisfy (A40). and occur when EC = hi2 The ctrclc 

1.: 

n/t 

C 

Y=38” 19” 

Ftg. Al. Graph of fllh (normalized rotation rate) against EC/h (nor- 
malized elongational strain rate) for vectors with different azimuths n 
embedded in the distributed deformation around a stcpovcr, obtained 
by solving equations (A39) and (A44). For a given value of Y the 
solutions map out a circle. with radius r = cosec(Y)/2. which passes 
through the origin 0 at (E, = 0.11 = 0) with ccntre on a line at angle Y 
to the R-axis. The figure is drawn for Y = 38”, similar to the value 

deduced for the Lebanon mountains. 

thus has dtameter E, ~ El. so from (A9) its radius r is cosec(Y)/2. 
Because the distance OJ in Fig. Al is l/2 and the distance OC is r. the 
angle OCJ is Y. The circle can thus bc constructed for any other Y 
value: it has diamctcr cosec(Y). and is centred on the line at angle Y to 
the (l-axis that passes through the origin 0 at (E, = 0. 0 = 0). This 
graphical method thus enables the deformation around stepovers to be 
simply quantified. 

The pole to the Mohr diagram as defined by Cutler & Elliott (1983) 
for thts deformation sense. is the Y-direction (the convergence direc- 
tion of the surroundings to the deforming zone). as can be confirmed 
by inspection. This construction thus provides a straightforward physi- 
cal meaning for this pole for this particular deformation sense. 

, 


